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What is the GDPR?

• The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation EU-
2016/679) is a regulation by which the European Parliament, the Council 
of the European Union, and the European Commission intend to 
strengthen and unify data protection for all EU citizens and individuals 
within the European Union (EU). 

• The GDPR’s primary aim is to give control back to citizens and residents 
over their personal data.  Because of its extraterritorial aspects, 
international businesses will be impacted by the regulation.

• Goes into effect on 25 May 2018
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Who does the GDPR apply to?

• The GDPR applies to organizations established in the EU and to 
organizations, whether or not established in the EU, that process 
the personal data of EU individuals
• IEEE meets these qualifications and is subject to the GDPR

• The GDPR protects the personal data of individuals.  Examples of 
personal data include: 
• Name
• Photo
• Email address
• IP address
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What are Some of the Key Changes?

• Right to be Forgotten: Individuals may require data controller to erase their 
personal information from databases. 

• Right to Access/Data Portability: If asked, Data Controller must provide a copy 
of personal data in a commonly used and machine readable electronic format.

• Breach Notification: Organizations are now required to report data breaches to 
regulatory authorities within 72 hours of first becoming aware of the breach.

• Privacy and Data Considerations: Organizations must design systems with 
privacy in mind from the outset (“Privacy by Design”).  Organizations also should 
only process the data necessary for the completion of their duties, as well as limit 
access to only those needing this information. 
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What Does Consent Mean?

• Consent must be opt-in, implied consent/opt-out is no longer 
viable. 

• Consent to use personal data must be “freely given, specific, 
informed, and unambiguous.”

• Organizations must request consent in an intelligible and easily 
accessible form; legalese terms and conditions will not be 
acceptable.

• If personal data will be shared with third parties this must be 
disclosed to gain effective consent.

• Consent must be as easy to withdraw as it is to give.
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What is IEEE Doing?

• IEEE has been carefully reviewing its policies                                             
and business processes that involve personal data

• A cross-organizational task force is                                                          
working to ensure uniformity in how volunteers, members,                     
and professional staff worldwide collect and use personal data. 

• Developing a global communications plan that will use newsletters, 
emails, ieee.org, etc. to keep you apprised of any changes in policies and 
processes as well as the new resources and tools you will have access to.

• Updating compliance training courses
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• The following are the key areas that will be addressed:

 IEEE systems and applications

 Non-IEEE systems and 
applications  

 Home grown tools for 
communication 

 Places where data resides 
such as access databases, 
Excel spreadsheets, 
Google Drive, etc. 
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What Areas Will be Addressed?



Key Areas for MGA

▸The online web application for Join and Renew
-Includes Member Profile

▸Collabratec
-Includes New Member Directory

▸SAMIEEE (Sunset May 2018)

▸IEEE OU Analytics
-Reduce Automatic access from 12K to 1200

▸vTools Applications – specifically vTools Events and eNotice
-Collecting consent in Events

-Adding functionality to eNotice and support more OUs (Societies)

▸Senior Member Elevation, Online Fellows Nomination Process, 3000+ 
websites on EWH.
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What Does This Mean to You 
as an IEEE Volunteer?

• We value your contributions and care about making sure you are able to 
perform your role in a compliant manner.

• Current processes of collecting personal data and emailing on behalf of 
IEEE will change.  This may include deletion of data currently in your 
possession. 

• We will provide you with new tools and/or processes for compliance. The 
steps needed to ensure total compliance are still being developed.   

• We will communicate with you regarding training and education   
shortly. We respect your time and will try to make these             
communications as efficient and informative as possible.
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Thank you
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